The Snark has a built-in visual metronome which can be activated by the “TAPEET” switch on the side of the tuner. One tap activates the metronome to a default setting of 100 BPM, marking one eighth note. Two taps will set the metronome back to the normal brightness when a note is detected. If no notes are detected for 2 minutes, the tuner will shut off.

TAP TEMPO METRONOME

The tuner display will dim after approximately 5 seconds of no sound detected by the tuner. This conserves battery power. The display will return to normal brightness when a note is detected. If no notes are detected for 2 minutes, the tuner will shut off.

POWER SAVE FEATURE

The Snark uses 1 CR2032 (3 volt) battery. To replace battery, open the battery door (plus side toward the front panel display). The tuner uses 1 CR2032 (3 volt) battery. To replace battery, open the battery door (plus side toward the front panel display). The battery drawer, remove the old battery and replace with new battery. When replacing, make sure the positive terminal (+) is directed upwards when replacing. See www.snarktuners.com for swatch/sweatproof perchlight.

SELF TEST

The Snark tuner occasionally runs a “self test” to make sure all functions are up to snuff. This could happen sometimes when you first turn on the Snark. But not to worry, the self test lasts just a few seconds and will return you to tuning mode if it is finished.

BATTERY REPLACEMENT

Battery drawer, remove the old battery. To replace battery, open the battery drawer, install incorrectly, crush, short the battery, or attempt any other means of battery removal. This product is immersed in liquid mercury and contains a button or coin cell battery which, if swallowed, may cause serious internal injury. Swallowing battery can lead to serious injury or death. Severe burns can occur within 2 hours or less. In Canada: Should phone collect (202) 625-3333. (In USA, doctor emergency room immediately. In USA, doctor should phone collect (202) 625-3333. (In Canada: 416-43-6000).

CR2032 BATTERY WARNING

To remove battery, open the battery drawer, remove the old battery and replace with new battery. When replacing, make sure the positive terminal (+) is directed upwards when replacing. See www.snarktuners.com for swatch/sweatproof perchlight.

TUNER INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for purchasing Snark! The frequency response of Snark tuners is 20Hz-20KHz. The SN-2 Ting Metronome is an inexpensive and accurate device that can be used for note detection in lieu of the vibration sensors of the instrument they are added to. In addition to the standard electronic microphone, the SN-2 Ting Metronome can be used for note detection in lieu of the vibration sensors of the instrument. The frequencies of the instrument should be matched to the frequencies of the instrument. The frequencies of the instrument should be matched to the frequencies of the instrument. The frequencies of the instrument should be matched to the frequencies of the instrument. The frequencies of the instrument should be matched to the frequencies of the instrument.

LIMITED WARRANTY

The product is warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship for 12 months from the date of original purchase, or the statutory warranty period. This warranty is extended only to the original retail purchaser of the product. No warranty is extended to anyone other than the original purchaser of the product. This warranty is void if the product is not used in accordance with the owner’s manual. The warranty is not extended to batteries, casings, or damage caused by accident or misuse. This warranty is given only in the USA. In Canada: Should phone collect (202) 625-3333. (In USA, doctor emergency room immediately. In USA, doctor should phone collect (202) 625-3333. (In Canada: 416-43-6000).
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Polish, or Finish or Gibson® guitars which have Nitrocellulose Lacquer, Polyurethane, French instruments having these types of finishes: YOU... BEFORE using the SNARK, you DETECT WHAT FINISH IS USED ON attaching a tuner to them, hence it is important that in contact with the finish for a period of time. 

SNARK advises NOT to use its tuner with any nitrocellulose finishes unless you accept the risk of adversely affected if the rubber pad of tuner is left Please be aware that any lacquer type finish can be your instrument as soon as you finish tuning. We recommend you remove the Snark tuner from your instrument as soon as you finish tuning. 

The general rule is: DO NOT leave any item in contact with the finish for a period of time. SNARK advises NOT to use its tuner with any nitrocellulose finishes unless you accept the risk of adversely affected if the rubber pad of tuner is left behind the headstock. We recommend using the Snark SN-2 to "MIC" and attach it to your music stand. 

You are in tune if the green needle and the green dot above it (at center of meter) are lit, but no yellow needles are lit. If any yellow needles are lit, it means the note played is flat. If only red needles are lit, it means the note played is sharp. There are red needles on the left side of the display (red) indicates flat, the right of the display indicates sharp.

SNARK TUNER

Attaching the Tuner to your instrument: For guitars, attach the clamp to the headstock (placing the body of the tuner either in front of or behind the headstock). For other instruments, find the point that allows you to turn the tuner of the instrument in ways that allow you to display the way easily. When using the Snark SN-1, if you have a case with a handle, you can switch the SN-1 to "MIC" and attach it to your music stand. After attaching the tuner to your instrument, adjust the "Triangle" shape that connects the tuner to the clamp to optimum viewing of the display. Also, the tuner body rotates a degree so the display can be placed right where you want it. 

Some finishes are more likely to be damaged by guitar tuners. It is important that you determine what finish is used on your instrument before using the Snark tuner. Do not attach the Snark tuner to any instrument if the rubber pads are broken or missing. For guitars, attach the clamp to the headstock. 

Please do not leave the Snark attached to your instrument if any of the rubber pads are broken or missing. 

The Snark defaults to the tuning reference of A 440 Hz. To set the Snark to another tuning reference, push the "PITCH CAL" button on the face of the Snark. As the Snark is chromatic, you can easily deal with non-standard tunings. The Snark will read any note you play.

The pitch reference can be changed by pushing the "PITCH CAL" button on the front of the tuner needs the tuner to be on or off to return to "MIC". The tuner display will indicate a single "♭" which corresponds to having a capo on the first fret of your instrument. In this setting, the lowest note on the tuner is "F♭" as the display red (red) indicates flat, the right of the display indicates sharp.

Tuning:

Tuning the Snark. The Snark is now ready to help you tune your instrument. A played "C" will register as a "C". A played "C#" or "Db" will register as a "C#" or "Db". A played "D♭" will register as a "D♭". A played "G" will register as a "G". For guitar players using a capo, you can use the Snark's flat tuning feature, indicated by the "♭" triangular button on the back of the Snark. Please do not leave the Snark attached to your instrument if any of the rubber pads are broken or missing. For guitars, attach the clamp to the headstock.